Masks Failed to Stop 1918 Spanish Flu

It’s No-Fear Friday! I’m countering the fear-mongering coming from government and academia. As I recall, one expert on LockdownTV found at unHerd.com said the purveyors of doom and gloom are probably surprised their predictions led to a shutdown. They’ve done the same thing with other epidemics but not much happened.

Mask mandates are the epitome of fear mongering. History showed they didn’t work in the Spanish Flu of 1918 to control the spread of the disease. Back then and as we’re seeing today, people could be ticketed, fined and imprisoned. But a 1919 study found that mask ordinances “applied forcibly to entire communities” did not decrease cases and deaths. As epidemiologist Mike Osterholm says, there’s no evidence that masks protect. Any such claims are based on modeling, not data.